Khomas Police receives training equipment

POLICE work isn’t all about busting the baddies and letting sirens wail.
Constant training and education is an essential process in developing world class law enforcement
professionals. Some police officers specialise in particular fields, such as chemical and microscopic
analysis, training and firearms instruction, or handwriting and fingerprint identification. This however is
not possible if the force is not well trained or equipped with the latest technologies, information and
other relevant gadgets.
It is no secret that the Government alone cannot supply all the necessary resources and welcomes the
contributions of the private sector. Trustco made a decision to sponsor the Khomas Region police with
computer equipment for their Training Department.
On Tuesday Amos Shiyuka of Trustco presented senior NamPol officials with a top of the range laptop
and multi-media projector.
“We would like to encourage all Police applicants to take courses or training related to law enforcement
subjects after high school, to improve and enhance their knowledge. Many entry-level applicants for
police jobs have completed some formal post-secondary education, and a significant number are college
graduates,” Shiyuka said at the ceremony.
Detective Chief Inspector Fabian Museu thanked Trustco for the equipment and said it would be used
for training officers in customer care, police professionalism, briefing of political dignitaries and used in
meetings at regional level.
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Captions:
1. Khomas Region NamPol receives multi-media computer equipment from Trustco. From left to
right is Detective Inspector Hannes !Naruseb, Detective Chief Inspector Fabian Museu, Inspector
Milba Itana and Trustco Mobile CEO Amos Shiyuka.
2. NamPol Inspector Milba Itana is very keen to study with IOL, one of the Trustco subsidiaries,
and sharpen her computer skill relating to presentations and creating multimedia content. Hipa
Murangi, IOL General Manager: Sales were happy to show her some tips.
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